Natural rubber (NR) 
INTRODUCTION
Percutaneous injuries are penetration of the skin caused by sharp instruments, such as catheters, scalpels and hypodermic needles and are an increasingly encountered mechanical hazard suffered by healthcare workers (HCWs) (Nguyen et al. 2004; Valls et al. 2007) . Percutaneous exposure to blood and body fluids between HCWs and patients can cause blood-borne diseases-for example, hepatitis B virus (HBV), hepatitis C virus (HCV) and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) (Bricout et al. 2003; Chacko & Isaac 2007) . According to the World Health Organization (WHO), in 2003, about 37.6% of Hepatitis B, 39% of Hepatitis C and 4.4% of HIV/AIDS cases in HCWs around the world were caused by needle stick injuries (Prüss-Üstün et al. 2003) . Therefore, protective gloves must be punctureresistance to protect HCWs. Natural rubber (NR) latex gloves have been used widely by HCWs as a protective barrier against infections (Yip & Cacioli 2002) . However, this barrier is easily breached by sharp surgical devices and instruments and sometimes, the perforation may not be realized (Manson et al. 1995) . Hence, techniques, such as wearing double gloves, are commonly used and have increased the prevention of needle stick injuries, providing >90% protection to surgeons (Leslie et al. 1996; Makama et al. 2016) . However, double gloves cause the loss of tactile sensation and create discomfort during surgical operations and surgical needles still can penetrate them (Kuroyanagi et al. 2012; Makama et al. 2016) .
Graphene, a thin-layer 2D nanostructure with a high specific surface area, is a promising candidate as nanofiller in polymer nanocomposites to improve the mechanical properties, conductivity and permeability of polymers (Cui et al. 2016; Vuluga et al. 2011; Wissert et al. 2010) . However, graphene has poor dispersion in polymer matrices, especially hydrophilic polymers, due to the lack of functional groups, agglomeration and restacking after reduction (Das et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2010) . In contrast to graphene, graphene oxide (GO) is more compatible with polymer matrices due to its abundance of oxygen functional groups, such as epoxy, hydroxyl and carboxyl groups. It can prevent aggregation among graphene sheets and can thus disperse well in water and organic solvents (Bai et al. 2011; Cheng et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2016) . Graphene and GO have been used to improve the mechanical properties of polymer nanocomposites (Kang et al. 2017; Noël et al. 2014; Park et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2013; Yaragalla et al. 2015; Yin et al. 2016) . Nevertheless, there is little information regarding the puncture resistance of filler-reinforced NR latex.
In this study, GO was produced using modified Hummer's method and added into the low ammonia (LA, ~0.3%) NR latex by solution mixing method to obtain a well-dispersed GO/NR latex suspension. The role of ammonia as a stabilizing agent to insure alkalinity of NR latex during storage to prevent premature coagulant and inhibit the bacteria growth. LA-NR latex is preferred instead of high ammonia (HA) NR latex with the ammonia content at least 0.6%. The high concentration of ammonia is harmful to worker, irritation, corrodes equipment and environment pollutant in enclosed spaces. Compare to HA-NR latex, the LA-NR latex have shorter time preservation and poorer aging in some finished products (Guo et al. 2013; Karl Booten et al. 2010; . The effects of GO loading (%) in the NR latex on puncture resistance, tensile strength, tear strength and thermal stability were investigated.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

PREPARATION OF GRAPHENE OXIDE (GO)
GO was prepared from graphite flakes by modified Hummer's method. Briefly, 3 g of graphite flakes (SigmaAldrich, 332461, 100 mesh, ≥75%) and 18 g of KMnO 4 (99.9%, Merck, purity) were added slowly into a beaker containing a concentrated acid solution of H 2 SO 4 :H 3 PO 4 (360 mL:40 mL). The suspension was stirred at room temperature for 3 days. The reaction was terminated by adding 32 mL H 2 O 2 (30%, Merck) with 900 mL deionized water containing ice cubes. The obtained graphite oxide slurry was washed and centrifuged with diluted aqueous HCl solution (37%, R&M Chemicals) at least 5 times to remove metal ions and acids. Finally, GO was obtained after repeat washes with deionized water until it was neutral.
PREPARATION OF GO/NR LATEX FILM
Low-ammonia pre-vulcanized natural rubber latex (LA-NR, 60 wt. %) was supplied by Ansell NP Sdn. Bhd., Malaysia. GO/NR latex film was prepared by mixing GO into the NR latex with slow speed stirring. The desired amount of GO was first dispersed in DI water and added to the NR latex with mechanical stirring to produce homogenous mixtures. GO/NR latex films with various contents of GO (0.01 to 1.0 wt. %) were produced by coagulant dipping method. First, the ceramic plate was pre-heated at 60°C in an oven. The plate was dipped into the latex coagulant at 50°C and dried in an oven at 60°C for 5 min. The plate was then dipped into a latex bath containing GO and dried in an oven at 60°C for 5 min. Next, the plate was pre-leached in a distilled water bath at 60°C for 10 min. Finally, the plate was heated at 118°C for 32 min. After post-leaching for 2 min, the film samples were air dried. Before peeling off the films from the former, calcium carbonate powder was spread on the surface of the film samples using a brush to reduce the stickiness of the samples.
CHARACTERIZATION
The morphology of the graphite flakes was observed under a field emission scanning electron microscope (Zeiss, SUPRA 55VP). TEM images of the produced GO were taken under a transmission electron microscope (Hitachi, HT7700). GO was deposited onto a lacey carbon-coated copper grid prior to the observation. Tapping-mode atomic force microscope (AFM) images of the GO samples, which were deposited onto a mica sheet, were obtained using an atomic force microscope (Hitachi, AFM5000II). X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the GO were obtained using an X-ray diffractometer (Bruker, D8-Advance) with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.15406 nm). The FTIR spectrum was obtained using an FTIR spectrometer (Bruker, Alpha). Raman measurements were made using a Raman microspectroscope (uRaman-Ci, Technospex) equipped with a 532 nm laser and an optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ci-L). The laser power was maintained between 0.5 and 1.0 mW, with exposure times ranging from 1 to 5 s to avoid laser-induced heating of the sample.
The mechanical properties (tensile, tear and puncture resistance) of the GO/NR latex films were measured on a universal testing machine (Gotech Al3000) that was equipped with a 100 N load cell at a cross-head speed of 500 mm/min. Puncture tests were performed according to ASTM F1342. A puncture needle probe A (round tip: R 0.010 ± 0.001ʺ, length 2.00 ± 0.062ʺ, diameter 0.080 ± 0.002ʺ) was attached to the tensile joint and the locknut was screwed. The needle was moved downward onto the test specimen to allow the crosshead to build up the desired velocity prior to impacting the test specimen. The tensile and tear strengths of the samples were measured following ISO 10282 (with extensometer) and ASTM D 624 with a type C die cut (V-shaped die), respectively. The results were calculated and presented in respective tables. Statistical analyses were carried out using t-test. Statistical significance was defined at p<0.05. Thermal gravity analysis (TGA) was carried out ranging from room temperature to 700°C at a heating rate of 10°C/min using a Mettler Toledo (TGA/SDTA 851).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1(a) shows that the raw graphite flakes consisted of multiple layers of graphene sheets. When the graphite flakes underwent Hummers' reaction, thin, wrinkled and folded sheets of GO were produced, as shown in Figure  1(b) . After the oxidation reaction, the XRD diffraction peak of graphite (Figure 1(c) ) was shifted from 26.6° to 9.5°, indicating the expansion of d-spacing from 0.34 to 0.93 nm. The expansion of the interlayer spacing was due to the introduction of oxygenated functional groups on its surface (Bai et al. 2011) . The presence of oxygen functional group on GO was confirmed by the FTIR results in Figure  1( (Javed & Hussain 2015; You et al. 2013) . A typical tapping mode AFM image of GO is presented in Figure 1 (e), with an estimated thickness of 1.02 nm, which is characteristic of a single-layer GO sheet (Huang et al. 2011; Shao et al. 2012) .
The Raman spectrum shown in Figure 1 (f) also reflects the structural change of graphite into GO. The spectrum of graphite flakes shows a strong G band at 1581 cm -1 , a D band at 1344 cm -1 and a 2D band at 2717 cm -1 . GO exhibited a G band and D band at 1591 and 1354 cm -1 , respectively. The G band and 2D band are due to first-order scattering of the E 2g mode and second-order zone boundary phonons, respectively (Krishnamoorthy et al. 2013; Zhu et al. 2010 ). The G band of the GO shifted toward a higher wave number compared with graphite flakes, reflecting the formation of sp 3 carbon atoms during the oxidation of graphite (Krishnamoorthy et al. 2013; Nanda et al. 2016 ). The D band was broader and higher in intensity for GO, indicating a decrease in the size of the in-plane sp 2 domains (Nanda et al. 2016 ) and the presence of defects caused by the introduction of oxygen functional groups during oxidation Yang et al. 2009 ). The decrease in intensity of the 2D band of GO was due to breaking of the stacking order of the graphite during the reaction (Vuluga et al. 2011) . The integrated intensity ratio of the D and G bands (I D /I G ) increased from 0.21 to 1.13 after the oxidation reaction, indicating the presence of defects in the graphene sheets from the oxidation process .
PUNCTURE RESISTANCE OF GO/NR LATEX FILMS
The maximum puncture force of the various wt. % GO/ NR latex films is shown in Table 1 . In this study, the force required to penetrate the sample films is depending on the The inset of (c) is the XRD spectrum in the graphite flakes and (f) Raman spectra of graphite and GO sample thickness and the interaction between GO and NR latex. According to the t-test results, the addition of 0.5 and 1.0 wt. % GO has significantly increased the puncture resistance of NR latex films, approximately 12-15% increment compared to control sample. The increase in sample thickness is due to the increased GO contents in the NR latex. As shown in Figure 1 , the single and large area of GO with various oxygen functional groups are well dispersed in aqueous solution which can enhance the strong physical interaction between GO and NR latex (Forati et al. 2014) . The decrease in puncture resistance at low GO contents may due to insufficient of GO to provide full coverage of the NR latex films (Guan et al. 2016) . At high concentration of GO in NR latex, the GO aligned in lamellar arrangement in the NR latex, resulting in thicker and stiffer films. Hence, the puncture force increased with the decrease in penetration displacement (as shown in Figure 2 (a)) due to the well load transfer and distribution between GO and NR latex particles. The incorporation of GO (0.5 & 1.0 wt. %) in NR latex has provided an addition barrier in reduced the penetration force on sample films.
TENSILE PROPERTIES OF GO/NR LATEX FILMS
The effects of GO loading on the tensile strength and tear strength of NR latex films are depicted in Table 2 and Figure  3 . The slope of the diagram increased with GO loading in NR latex implied that the enhanced stiffness of NR latex films as shown in Figure 3 (b) and 3(d). As the GO is further added into the NR latex, the ultimate tensile strength and elongation of NR latex films reduced but increased in M300% and M500% compare to control sample. The reduction of tensile strength was observed in 0.01-0.05 wt. % GO/NR latex films may due to the end chain cross-linking system of NR disturbed by the low GO content, which could render to lower mechanical properties (Hernández et al. 2012) . The reduction of stress at 700% for 1.0 wt. % GO/NR may due to the agglomeration at high GO concentrations, 38.2 ± 1.0 34.9 ± 0.9 33.7 ± 1.6 40.9 ± 0.9 43.6 ± 1.1 50.7 ± 1.2 19.9 ± 1.1 19.1 ± 0.8 16.4 ± 0.7 15.4 ± 0.6 11.7 ± 0.8 9.8 ± 0.4
7.6 ± 0.7 7.7 ± 0.4 6.6 ± 0.3 7.3 ± 0.7 8.8 ± 0.6 8.5 ± 0.6 FIGURE 2. Comparison of (a) puncture-displacement curve and (b) puncture force of NR latex films containing various contents of GO resulting the limitation of the interfacial area between the filler and matrix for stress transfer (Moghaddam et al. 2014; Park et al. 2014) . From the results, 1.0 wt. % GO has achieved highest improvement in NR latex, which has significantly increased the stress at 300%, stress at 500%, M300 and M500 with 185%, 120%, 200% and 41%, respectively. The improvement on the properties of the NR latex by GO can be attributed to the high degree of exfoliation of GO sheets though chemical oxidation reaction. As shown Figure 1 , the large surface area and rich in wrinkles of GO can provide good interaction between the GO sheets and NR particles through van der Waals interactions (Mao et al. 2013) . The thin layer GO sheets with various oxygen functional groups on their surface allowed stable dispersion of GO in NR latex (alkaline condition, pH~11). In addition, these functional groups also facilitate the interfacial adhesion between GO and NR latex (Guan et al. 2016; Mensah et al. 2014) . Hence, excellent dispersion of GO in NR latex has resulted in efficient stress transfer and well distribution between filler and matrix (Dong et al. 2015; Forati et al. 2014; Mao et al. 2014; Mensah et al. 2014; . Besides, the incorporation of GO into NR latex also improved the tear strength. The highest tear strength was 1.0 wt. % GO/NR latex with ~33% enhancement as compared to the control sample, showing the excellent reinforcing efficiency of GO to NR latex by deviating the crack propagation due to the orientation of fillers along the stretching direction at the crack tip (Dong et al. 2017) .
The thermal degradation behavior of the NR latex with increasing GO loadings is evaluated using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and the percentage weight loss of GO/NR latex is illustrated in Table 3 and Figure 4 . The residue weight was taken at temperature 340°C (R 340 ), 404°C (R 404 ) and 596°C (R 596 ), which are corresponding to the initial degradation temperature, faster decomposition temperature and maximum degradation temperature, respectively. The TGA curve of GO/NR latex films with increased GO loading is found slightly lower at R 340 and higher at R 404 and R 596 compared to control sample as shown in the inset picture of Figure 4 . At the maximum decomposition temperature (596°C), 1.0 wt. % of GO/NR latex film has higher weight residue (6.3%) compared to control sample (3.6%). The decrease in R 340 of GO/NR latex is mainly caused by the low degradation temperature of GO. While the increase in R 404 and R 596 is due to the physical barrier effect of GO, which retards the emission and dispersion of small gaseous molecules by forming a jammed network of layers (Bhawal et al. 2016; Yin et al. 2017) . The enhanced thermal stability also proved the good dispersion of GO and strong interfacial interaction between GO and NR latex (Mensah et al. 2014; Xiong et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2016 ).
CONCLUSION
Low ammonia NR latex films reinforced with GO were produced by solution mixing and coagulant dipping process. The TEM, XRD and Raman spectroscopy characterization illuminated the successful exfoliation of graphite flakes to GO with large surface area, thin and wrinkled layer. The various oxygen functional groups on the GO resulted in well dispersion of GO in the NR latex mixture. The incorporation of 1.0 wt. % GO has enhanced tensile strength, tear strength and puncture resistant of NR latex films due to well dispersion of GO in NR latex and good interfacial adhesion between GO and NR latex particle. The thin and large surface area of GO also provide the physical interaction between GO and NR latex, leading to excellent load transfer in the GO/NR latex films.
